Goal-Finding questions
Prepared by Mike Hersee
Most goal-setting systems presume you already know broadly speaking what your
goals are, or that professionally and personally at least, you already have a pretty good
idea what they are. That’s not always the case – sometimes we are completely on the
wrong track and we haven’t realised it, or else we just aren’t sure really what we want
to achieve. As your goals determine your whole direction, it makes sense to take extra
care to make sure you have ones that really motivate and will fulfil you.
Here are some questions I originally developed for a workshop on a more left-brain /
unconscious mind approach to help you find out what goals you want to achieve. ie,
not based on intellectual stuff, but more taking a peek into your soul.
For these kind of questions, it nearly always works best to nominate someone else to
ask them of you so you can just deal with the answers while they make notes and push
you if they think you aren't delving deep enough on a particular question. It needs to
be someone who supports you totally and wants the best for you. I suggest you
specifically allocate time for it and designate it as a proper goal-finding session so that
your friend is aware of the role required of them in advance. After all, working out
which direction you may be going in for the rest of your life is quite important, so
worth putting some effort into it to make it work well.
These questions are not necessarily easy to answer. They’re not meant to be easy,
they’re intended to help you change the direction of your life if it needs changing, and
that is inherently likely to have a degree of discomfort about it. I’d spent up to an hour
going through it with your friend or friends, on an occasional basis.
Note that the questions start off uncomfortable, but they become more comfortable as
they go on.
1) Is your life going to be an example or a warning? Bearing in mind the
opportunities and possibilities you have had, on your current trajectory, taking
into account your feelings inside, is your life going to be more of a warning of
what happens if you don’t get things right, or an example of what happens
when you do?
2) If you read now what your obituary is likely to be at the end of your life,
would you be happy with that? What would you want as your obituary
instead?
3) Just imagine for a moment you are a very old person, still with all your
marbles but not much mobility or strength, and while sitting somewhere with a
pleasant and familiar view in a rocking chair you look back over your life.
What do you regret not having done years ago when you had the chance to
make a different decision at an earlier age?
4) If you had only six months to live with the same financial resources as you
have now, what would you regret not having done at the age you are already?
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How would you spend that six months? And if you would do those things
differently, or do different things, why aren't you doing them now?
5) If a genie granted you three wishes, and you took the first wish to look five
years ahead on your current trajectory, what would you be doing in reality?
How would your life be? Is it that how you want things to be? If you took your
second wish to look ten years ahead – What would you be doing based on
your current trajectory? And how would you feel about that. If you used the
third wish to ask the genie to tell you how you had to change about what you
believe, what you aim for, and what you do, what would the genie say? You
might also ask the genie to tell you what needs to change about your
environment, the people around you, and how to use your time more
effectively?
6) If a genie granted your request for one skill or ability that you don’t have,
what would you choose? In that case, are you absolutely certain you don’t
have the capacity for that skill already, or have you just failed to give yourself
an opportunity to express it?
7) Is there something you've always wanted to do, but have been afraid to
attempt? Where could you go to help you either overcome the fear, if it’s just
you? Or where could you learn how to do it or go to do it in a much lowerrisk manner, if it really is something genuinely potentially dangerous?
8) Is there something you’ve been meaning to get round to doing for ages, but the
problems of everyday life have repeatedly distracted you and you’ve never
quite got round to it? How would you feel if you never got round to it? How
close are you to it being too late to start to stand a realistic chance of ever
succeeding?
9) If you won enough money to retire now in comfort, what would you do
differently? And if you would do things differently, why aren't you doing them
anyway? Among the happiest people seem to be those who have won millions
but don't really change what they do because they are already doing what they
love.
10) In which area of your life do you persist and succeed, regardless of obstacles
that would stop many others? Is there something that you push other things out
of the way in order to do?
11) What interest do you always manage to find time or money to spend on it, no
matter what?
12) What do you pay to be able to do, or would pay if you could afford it or got
round to it? If you’re that passionate about it, do you have some expertise
around it that you could turn to your advantage?
13) What are you really passionate about?
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14) If you have someone you really look up to, whose advice you feel you could
trust, and they were to give you some advice, what would it be? If you were to
step in their body with all their understandings, beliefs and attitudes, and to
watch you for a day through their eyes, what would you spot through their
eyes that was different to your own understandings, beliefs and attitudes?
15) What would you do if you knew in advance that you could not fail and were
guaranteed to succeed?
16) What is your purpose or mission?
17) What would you like to contribute to that you know could not be fully
achieved within your lifetime, but for which you would like to have carried the
torch at least part of the way? ie, that you use to navigate by like the North
Star, some goal that you could never reach it but you could use as a guide in
your lifetime and would make it easier for subsequent generations to achieve.
18) What legacy would you like to leave behind for others? If you wanted to make
a difference 100 years after you were gone, what would you do now?
19) Is there some time when you absolutely loved what you were doing? –
something that you couldn’t help smiling about when you were doing it, or
when you think about it?
20) What gives you energy?
21) What task or activity gives you the greatest feelings of satisfaction and pride
after you’ve done it?
22) Imagine feelings of deep fulfilment. You may perhaps just get the feelings
first, before any image or sounds appear. Just focus your attention on
imagining or remembering if you can, a feeling of deep fulfilment. When you
have that feeling, what images or sounds begin to form. What are the
circumstances in which you feel deep fulfilment?
23) Is there some subject on which people tend to ask you for advice or
assistance?
24) Is there something you find easy, and you cannot understand why it isn’t
obvious to others? Is there something that you is easy for you and you’re
baffled why others either struggle to grasp it when it’s explained or just can’t
seem to do it as well as you?
25) Is there anything you do about which people say you should be professional?
Or something that you enjoy doing that others regard as work?
26) Is there something about which you just know that the mainstream ‘experts’
are wrong on this? Would others benefit from being made aware of this?
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27) Is there something about which you seem to have acquired an encyclopaedic
level of knowledge or exceptional ability without really trying?
28) Ask ten people who know you, from a variety of different contexts, what you
are better at than most people. Explain to the people you ask why you are
asking and ask them in this sort of way: “If there was something that in your
opinion I am better at than most people or even exceptionally good at, what do
you think it would be?”. What you may find is that a pattern emerges from the
answers you get that you may not have been expecting.
The answers to some of these questions may be hard to come up with immediately.
Ask your unconscious mind to keep the questions in mind and for your reticular
activating system to point out relevant answers to you when they come up. You can
do this by just making a statement, as stupid as it sounds, “Unconscious mind / nonconscious mind / other-than-conscious mind / brain, [use whichever feels most
comfortable for you], please keep a look out for the answers to these questions and
bring them to my attention when they come up.
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